
Attendance:
Victor, Malgorzata, Vera, Marcin, Helene, David, ShuTing

1. Check of action list from last meeting 
1. Vera: to start discussion via ROD teams about C-COD roles

more time needed. (update: mail sent to cic-on-duty mailing list)
2. Marcin: to take point 3 (C-COD roles), and for each sub item try to assess who is involved 

in these tasks in old COD activity
Marcin: do we still need this to be done?
Helene: we need that to make sure that those activity will not be overlooked and passed to proper 
person in EGI. It will be nice to have it. We still need it. We know who do what but we don't know 
who will be. 
ACTION on Marcin to finish this action

3. Malgorzata: to put into pole1 wiki idea to turn off the ability to switch off alarms in an 
NON-OK status  (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Pole_1#Ideas)

David: RODs need to turn off alarms when it is core services problem or monitoring.
ACTION on Malgorzata to add those two cases
Marcin: I'd suggest to put a remark to NON-OK/OK ratio metric as David suggests - just a warning 
that this metric not always means that ROD does the bad job - sometimes they HAVE TO close 
NON-OK alarms

4.  ShuTing: to create workplan and check if they need  man power
more time needed
ACTION on ShuTing to finish this action

5. Malgorzata: to make sure that new federations will prepare  feedbacks
done

2. C-COD metrics for discussion 
https://edms.cern.ch/document/1020727/1

Suggestions:
Małgorzata:  The graph for C-COD workload assessment  is to crowded.  For ROD teams 
qualitative assessment I would prefere to see bars instead of lines. 
Marcin: (C-COD workload assessment ) it is better scale to the number of items not to 100%
Helene: good point
Marcin : I like lines :D

Do you feel like to follow the granuality (daily)?
Marcin: I think that daily information is still necessery to assess to the model. It can be not relevant 
to the management. We have to remember that we are talking about time. To assess it is important 
but for management we can think about something more general.b
Helene: We have to split metrics into 2 categories -> daily granularity and per 10 days. We have to 
decide what to provide outside( globaly  granularity and daily granularity). Does page 7 would be a 
good kick off for reporting?
Marcin: yes! this is a good start.

What can we derive from the metrics?
Marcin: we have metrics from 2 months - my personal impresion: it is sufficient to present them to 
the roc managers.  We can apply for a slot to present those metrics. 
Helene: 15 min ?

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Pole_1#Ideas


Maricn: yes, just to inform them.y

Vera: last slide is the best to show.
Helene: We have info about number of sites for ROCs each month. I can correlate it with number of 
sites.s
Marcin: not only the number of sites, but monitored services
Helene: I think that you are right. how we can get those one?
David: nodes can be taken from goc db
Marcin: node is not what we want, we need services. But it can still be taken from goc db
David: should we take into account number of tests?
Marcin: We need to gather info about services for the whole month. Some of them goes to SD 
some are removed or added. If not Daivd then CE can write such tool to get data from goc db
Helene: yes please. Can we share workload? I will deliver data in edms as they are right now
and you will correlate it with the services? and put it to edms
Marcin:  we don't have histroical data about he services. So we can start to collect the data.
We want to collect number of services daily.
ACTION on Marcin to collect historical data about services 

Interopretation:I
Marcin: no at the moment 

Quality metrics:Q
David: When we say that ROD do the bad job?  We need lower limit. 
Marcin: There should not be any 'not ok closed alarms' (except cases collected on the pole1 wiki). 
So the threshold is 100%. Other then 100% is not reasonable.
David: I agree but managment can ask for such threshold like in av/rel metrics.
Marcin : not prepared to answer about that.

3. EGEE'09 - COD21  Agenda
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=66708

4. AOB 
Vera: There is an old savannah ticket for Dashboard about ticket ageing 
https://savannah.cern.ch/bugs/?55380.

ACTION on Helene to look at it and pass it to Cyril
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